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THE 10 THINGS TO TRY IN 2015 TO MAKE IT YOUR BEST BIKING YEAR EVER!



Our verdict on the bikes we’ve been riding all year
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SIXC



LOTS OF OPTIONS, WHEN LOSING ISN’T ONE OF THEM.



SIXC WITH CINCH TECHNOLOGY THE LIGHTEST DH CARBON CRANKSET ON THE PLANET



1984-2014



INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW V10 world cup winning machine updated for 2015



* 36 Monthly Payments - Finance subject to terms and conditions 15% deposit required, 0% APR Representative, full details stif.co.uk/finance



Santa Cruz V10 C



Santa Cruz V10 CarbonC



Legendary V10 Performance - Lower Cost



World Cup Winning Platform



Complete Bikes from £4,899



Complete Bikes from £7,399 | Frame only £3,299



V10 C SHIMANO ZEE



£4,899 0% FINANCE FROM



£115.66



*



Offering the legendary V10 handling in a more affordable package, the V10 C Shimano Zee build makes it easier than ever to get your hands on a World Cup winning DH Bike.



Fork: Fox 40 R O/B Shock: Fox DHX RC2 Build Kit: Shimano Zee



The V10 CarbonC builds on the V10’s World Cup pedigree with a switch to 27.5” wheels and new lighter-weight carbon layup, the V10CC demonstrates Santa Cruz’s dedication to evolution.



V10 CarbonC SRAM X01 DH



£7,399 0% FINANCE FROM



£174.69



*



PER MONTH



PER MONTH



15% deposit - £735.00 36 monthly payments total paid - £4,899



15% deposit - £1,110.00 36 monthly payments total paid - £7,399



0% APR Representative



0% APR Representative



Fork: Fox 40 Float RC2 Factory Kashima Shock: Fox DHX RC4 Factory Kashima Build Kit: SRAM X01 DH



FULL SANTA CRUZ RANGE AVAILABLE scan for full details & pricing



Visit us at: Stif - New York Mills - Summerbridge - N. Yorks - HG3 4LA 01423 780 738 www.stif.co.uk



THOSE T H AT KNOW KNOW



ENDURANCE ACCESSORIES



SEALSKINZ.COM



The fashions and style may have changed (thankfully)…



… But Doddy’s always been able to look bloody good on a bike!



* Pull-out maps not available to overseas readers
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FUN IN THE SUN!



Cold, dark winter getting you down? Now’s the time to start planning a break in the sun –and it doesn’t have to cost the earth.
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SRAM VS SHIMANO



We’ve tested the top 10 trail and downhill transmissions – which is the right one for you and your budget?



132 Rider Greg Williamson Bike Trek Remedy 9 27.5 Photo Russell Burton
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HARDCORE HARDLINE



Dan Atherton has created one of the wildest downhill trails ever – it’s riding on another level!
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WILD SCOTLAND



Epic landscapes and gnarly lines abound in this backcountry adventure on the Isle of Skye.



URBAN ATTACK



You don’t have to head to the trails to brush up on your technique. Here are a load of tricks and skills you can practise just about anywhere.



THE STUFF YOU HAVE TO GO TO FIRST!



Farewell Doddy! It’s been a total blast January has a bad rep for being a bit of a shitty month. But you know what? I kind of like it. I like the prospect of having a whole year in front of me waiting to be filled with new challenges, places to ride and stu� to go see. If you’re struggling for inspiration then check out our New Year’s ideas on page 74 and see what you can get stuck into in 2015. The coming year is certainly going to be a new era for MBUK. We’ve just bid farewell to our Features Editor, Doddy, who’s moved on to trails new. Doddy’s been an integral part and a familiar face within MBUK for nearly half of its existence and an avid reader for even longer, so we’re going to miss his contributions greatly after 13-and-a-half years. It’s times like this you end up looking back at some of the great features he was involved with – see page 38 for his favourites. It’s pretty crazy to see how far the bikes, the tech, the fashion (above!), the scene and MBUK have come since he started. The one constant is that we’re all still having as much fun on bikes as ever. We’d like to thank Doddy for all the great input he’s had into MBUK over the years and wish him well for the future. And hope you all have the very best year you can on your bike!



Contact us http://twitter.com/mbukmagazine www.facebook.com/mbukmag [email protected]



Danny Walter MBUK Editor
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MEGAVAL ANCHE RÉUNION



Tropic thunder race. This isn’t your average race though, this is a Megavalanche – a mass start downhill race, in this case down a volcano! Riders competing in this year’s event were greeted by 40-degree heat, thick dust and the volcano itself – Piton de la Fournaise, which sits at the island’s eastern end. While it hasn’t erupted since 2010, its intimidating slopes, thick with trees and vegetation,



delivered riders a technical descent to challenge their fitness as well as their skills – and they didn’t just have to battle the terrain but other riders too. This year’s Megavalanche Réunion was a French one-two-three, with mass start master Rémy Absalon beating his countrymen Nico Quéré and Alexis Chenevier to take his fifth win at the event since 2008. 



03 04 05 Photo: Simon Nieborak
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NE OF THE MOST remote locations for a major bike event, Réunion Island lies 200km to the east of Madagascar in the Indian Ocean – racing doesn’t get much more exotic than this! At just 39 miles long and 38 miles wide, it’s not the biggest island, but its tropical climate and volcanic geography provide the perfect location for an end-of season
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GLASGOW TRAILS



Getting beginners pumped 01 02 03 04



Photo: Laurence Crossman-Emms
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LASGOW ALREADY HAS a world-class mountain bike trail within riding distance of the city centre – the Cathkin Braes XC course pictured here, which was built for the 2014 Commonwealth Games. Now work has begun on a legacy project that it’s hoped will get even more people on two wheels. The Cuningar Loop is a £5.7 million development being built in the east end of the city that’s set to include nature trails, an adventure playground, an outdoor gym, a picnic area, a bouldering park – and four bike tracks. The 15-hectare plot (the size of 15 football
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pitches) will boast a balance track for the little ones, a beginner’s trail, an ‘improver’ loop and a pump track when it opens in February. With Forestry Commission Scotland, Clyde Gateway and South Lanarkshire Council backing the project, the talented team at Architrail designing the trails and manning the diggers, and a strong emphasis on community involvement, this is an exciting development for the city and the sport. 



I T ’S HOW YOU USE I T...



Less travel can mean more fun



A



S LONG AS a bike can still be pedalled to the top of a hill, is it a case of ‘the more suspension travel, the better’? Not necessarily. The 150-170mm bikes that are proving increasingly popular with UK trail riders are more capable than the downhill bikes of a few years ago, and can easily handle the kind of terrain you once needed serious skills and a 200mm travel monster truck of a bike to tackle. That’s great if your trails are littered with big rocks



and drops, but if most of your riding is on less extreme terrain, you’re not going to be able to make the most of that race-ready enduro bike. Long-travel bikes may not be the drag on the climbs that they used to be, thanks to dropper posts, dialled 1x transmissions and careful weight shaving. But they still don’t feel as lively and connected to the trail as shorter travel rigs. They can also deliver a dumbed down experience on easier trails, ironing out the roots and



other features that once made these routes fun. Thankfully some bike brands are now placing a renewed emphasis on bikes that have similar handling traits to the 160mm trail destroyer in their range, but with a more trail centre friendly 130mm of travel. This opens up a world of possibilities. What was once a root section you’d just plough through is now a jump, and those berms you used to bash through are now there to ping off and carry even more speed. 
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The TORBAL sole can flex sideways at the back for better balance and control while remaining stiff up front for efficient pedalling



The Velcro lace cover helps keep water and grime out, and makes taking your shoes off after a ride much less of a chore



A micro-adjust ratchet buckle is combined with a speed-lacing system to keep things secure on even the roughest of trails



FLAGSHIP FOOTWEAR
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S



HIMANO’S NEW M200 SPD shoes are aimed firmly at enduro riding and racing, combining XC style low weight and pedalling efficiency with increased protection, extra cleat adjustment and an unusual twisting outsole designed to allow greater freedom of movement on the bike. Several features of the popular AM45 clipless trail shoes are carried over, including the Velcro lace cover – though here it’s smaller, combined
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with an upper ratchet strap and hides a speed-lacing system rather than conventional laces – the extended outsole that wraps up the sides for extra protection and the asymmetrical collar. The big news is the new TORBAL (Torsional Balance) technology. This allows the rear of the sole to twist while the forefoot remains in line with the pedal, which Shimano say improves the connection between bike and rider, increases comfort and



aids balance. Other features include dual-density insoles to cushion impacts, a reinforced heel cup, an expanded cleat plate with increased rearward adjustability (up to 9mm of extra movement), mesh toe vents and a hike-a-bike friendly outsole with softer rubber on the outer tread blocks for improved grip and harder, more durable rubber elsewhere.  £149.99 Madison www.madison.co.uk



Photo: Joby Sessions



Enduro shoes with a twist



PURE CYCLING



ENDLESS TRAIL DISCOVERY THE SPECTRAL CF TAKES AGILITY, RESPONSIVENESS AND CONTROL TO THE NEXT LEVEL. WITH A COMPACT REAR TRIANGLE AND 140 MM OF TRAVEL PACKED INTO A CARBON FRAME THAT WEIGHS JUST 1950 G, IT’S BUILT TO DELIVER UNLIMITED KICKS ON ALL KINDS OF TRAIL. THE SPECTRAL�CF ISN’T JUST CAPABLE, IT’S PRETTY MUCH UNSTOPPABLE. CANYON.COM



CEDRIC GRACIA



01 02 03 04 05



ROM HIS EARLY days racing for the all-conquering Sunn-Chipie team to the enduro racer of today, Cedric Gracia’s personality has always shone through, on and off the race track. The Frenchman spends his life flirting with danger – and the media – throwing huge whips and suicides mid race run and partying hard into the night with the likes of Steve Peat and Rob Warner. The 36-year-old’s trophy cabinet would put most riders to shame – he’s



F
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notched up three World Cup wins and plenty of DH, 4X and dual slalom podiums over the years, and took the biggest prize in freeride by winning the 2003 Red Bull Rampage. He’s made a slew of big video appearances too. But with the highs come the lows. In 2012 CG lost 4l of blood and broke his hip after crashing into a tree stump during practice in Val di Sole, Italy. He crashed hard again in late 2013 at the Megavalanche Réunion, severing an artery, breaking his pelvis



and again nearly dying of blood loss. A lesser man might have taken these life-threatening injuries as his cue to retire, content with all the trophies and money he’s earned as one of the sports most marketable personalities. But not Gracia. Here he is, back on the bike, still showboating and capturing the limelight wherever he goes. It’s the grit that lies behind the goofy grin and big moves that truly makes him the sport’s ultimate showman. 



Photo: Dave Trumpore



Mountain biking’s ultimate showman
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MOUNTAIN BIKING THAT MAKES YOU FEEL ALIVE



Up your filming game!



38 DODDY’S OFF MBUK legend bids farewell
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Going hardcore at Hardline Taking downhill racing to the next level



Photo: Red Bull Photofiles



I



f someone asked you where the hotspots of progressive riding were, places like Utah or British Columbia would probably spring to mind and maybe not Wales. While this wet little pocket of awesomeness has been a firm favourite of ours for a long time, thanks to Dan Atherton’s vision and creative flair for trail building, it’s really on the map now. Deep in the Dyfi Forest, close to where Dan lives, is one of the wildest downhill trails ever constructed. No stranger to building big, Dan has



taken things to the next level with his Red Bull Hardline DH track. At just under four minutes long, it blows most World Cup courses out of the water. It’s intense and intimidating, and the sheer scale of the drops, gaps and features down the 570m course – including a 60ft road gap – pushed the nine competitors at the debut race to the edge. Northern pinner Danny Hart took the win, with Dan in second and French speed demon Loic Bruni in third. After the success of this first race, everyone can’t wait to see the impact next year. 
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Rider, racer, trail builder We catch up with Dan Atherton, the man behind Red Bull Hardline and the bedrock of Atherton Racing As one of the most recognisable athletes in the sport, with top results in 4X, downhill and enduro, Dan Atherton needs no introduction…



MBUK: Looking at events like Hardline, do you think the sport’s been held back from achieving what’s it truly capable of? Dan: I don’t think DH racing has been held back from reaching its potential in any way. I think racing is about speed, while events like Hardline and the stuff we build in the quarry are about technicality, and the two don’t really go hand in hand. Obviously, the current World Cups could be more technical, but the emphasis has to be on speed. Do you think there’s a limit to how far things can go? Events like Hardline are high risk, but you have to understand that these are the best riders in the world and the courses they’re riding are built by professionals who know what they’re doing, so they’re not



Matt Jones and Dan hit the jumps during a night session in the Athertons’ backyard
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that sketchy at all. I’d much rather hit a massive jump built by someone who knows what they’re doing than hit something easy but thrown together on a budget. Where do you see Hardline heading next? There will be a Hardline next year – loads of people are already pretty stoked for it. I keep being asked if it’ll become a series or go to other locations, but for me it’s a standalone concept. What drives you to build trails? I’m motivated to build by the thought of the first run – I never build anything that I can’t imagine riding, so that’s where my inspiration comes from to pick up the tools and create something. How did you set about planning the Hardline course? I don’t think there was a single drawing done during the whole Hardline build – it was all in my and Olly Davey’s heads!



After a season on the sidelines, getting stuck into projects like Hardline and the Escape. Create. film, do you miss racing? I’m massively hungry to get back to racing this season. I think the Escape. Create. film project and Hardline were some of the toughest things I’ve ever done. 2015 is going to be the year that I concentrate on racing 100 per cent. Where do you think enduro is headed as a discipline? I guess enduro will always be the participation part of the sport – a way for people to get into racing before they make the big investment to get into DH. Right now, enduro is exactly where it needs to be! If the organisers can keep it independent rather than the rounds all having to be structured to follow one format, so it can stay versatile and go to loads of different and cool places like it has been doing, then it’ll be great. I do think it’ll go towards the UCI though, since they carry so much weight as a sanctioning body, and you can’t take away from what they’ve achieved for the sport of cycling as a whole. 



Dan’s built trails for both of his siblings. This is Rachel’s...



… and this gnarly rockfest is his brother Gee’s



Watch Escape. Create. to find out more...



TO OF MOUNTAIN BIKING



B BikePark Wales Tucked away in the Welsh Valleys, BPW has only been open just over a year yet it’s already one of the best places in the UK to go and have fun on your bike.



BikePark Wales has sprung up on the site of the old Gethin downhill track, which was raced on throughout the early Noughties as part of the Dragon Downhill series. After years of building, the hillside is now full of fun tracks. Rowan Sorrell is the man behind the trails here, as well as a huge number of other trail centre routes across the UK. With a huge hillside to play with, Rowan and the team have built a selection of lines graded from blue to double black, which include a



mixture of surfaced and natural trails. It’s a full-on bike park, with enough trails that you can ride all day and still not repeat the same route twice. There’s the occasional split or optional section to really test your skills, and most importantly, every single track will leave you with a massive smile on your face at the bottom. There’s a singletrack trail to the top of the hill if you don’t fancy paying for a place in one of the uplift vans, or are just



feeling ‘enduro’. The climb starts off steep but soon evens out and is a good ride in itself. If you don’t want to pedal up, you’ll need to book the uplift way in advance. Last but definitely not least, there’s the all-important trail centre cafe on site, which does good food and some amazing cake. There’s a workshop too, so you should be able to keep you bike running if something goes wrong, and a shop in case you fancy an end of day souvenir (or forget some kit!).
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Ask the experts



#7 HOW DO I RIDE WINTER MUD AND RUTS? Riding in midwinter can be really good fun, and it’s great skills practice trying to ride fast when all the bike wants to do is go sideways. Perseverance and patience will soon lead to improvements.
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2



3



Tyres



Sideways is forwards



Smooth is fast



Fast rolling tyres need to be ditched for grip. You can put all your weight on the seat to try to stop the rear wheel spinning, but a decent, deep tyre tread will make more of a difference. I find dropping tyre pressures can cause squirming or burping when you hit hardpack.



A well balanced bike set-up should help the bike drift fairly predictably. Make sure your bar height and stem length balances your weight centrally. When your front wheel hits the slop, it can wash out and push along the side of ruts. Unweight it and get it back on the grippy stuff.



Work on riding smooth lines and linking corners together without aggressive braking or turning – you need to make the most of any grip you have in muddy conditions. Pump the trail for speed and spin smooth circles when pedalling through the slop.



The past year has been a whirlwind of racing and travel, with the Enduro World Series, European van life, riding in exciting places with new and old friends, and trying to fit in being a nurse when I’m at home! One of my most memorable experiences was Rumble in the Jungle, a four-day stage race across Sri Lanka. Having never raced a multi-day marathon race before, I didn’t really know what to expect. I’d also never been to that part of the world, so it was a complete culture shock arriving in Colombo, the capital. The race was great fun and took us through some incredible scenery. We rode through thick jungle and tea plantations, waded across rivers and climbed huge mountain passes. Our race briefing included an elephant attack plan, which advised that you shouldn’t run away, and if you do then don’t be the slowest person in the group! The 272km length and 7,300m of climbing meant big days in the saddle, but I rode my own race, paced myself well and ended up finishing in third place. It was nice to arrive home to muesli instead of curry for breakfast, and have the sweet memories and newfound friendships that a race like this leaves you with. Bring on the next adventure!



“OUR RACE BRIEFING INCLUDED AN ELEPHANT ATTACK PLAN”



About the expert Neil Donoghue is the 2014 UK Gravity Enduro champion, a professional mountain bike coach and ex-World Cup downhiller. With 19 years’ racing experience and five years as a coach, he knows small changes can make a big difference.
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THE BEST OF...



BRISTOL As the UK’s first official cycling city, Bristol has a wealth of riding on offer, making it the perfect location for MBUK’s new HQ. To get a feel for our new home, we asked local shredder Sam Fowler for the lowdown. “Not only do the crosshairs of the M4 and M5 make trips north, east, south or west equally easy, but the city is surrounded by a network of wooded hills to explore and link together,” he says.



ZZ



ZZ



ZZ



THE LOCAL With his contagious appetite for riding, Sam Fowler is an ever-present force on the Bristol scene, getting stuck into everything from organising dig days to skills coaching for Pedal Progression (www.pedal progression.com).
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ACCOMMODATION



TRAILS



ENTERTAINMENT



FOOD



The excellent www.bedsfor cyclists.co.uk has a great selection of bike-friendly accommodation to choose from throughout Bristol. Two of my favourites are the Enneywevers campsite (www.cyclist-campingbristol.co.uk) right in the middle of the eclectic St Werburghs district and the plush YHA hostel on the Harbourside, which has great access to the city’s other attractions.



The Mendip Hills, which lie to the west of the city, offer incredible XC loops, deep loam and great views across the South West. Less than three miles from the city centre, the surfaced trails at Ashton Court and Leigh Woods are a gateway out to some fantastic woods and ridges towards the airport for anyone who isn’t afraid to plan a route on an OS map. Bristol is only an hour from the Forest of Dean and the superb trails of South Wales, not to mention the Quantocks to the south.



Bristol is entertainment central! Head to Stokes Croft (bars), The Fleece (live music) or Motion (nightclub) if you want a wild night out, but if a quiet pint of local ale or imported IPA is more your thing, there are hundreds of great pubs and micro breweries to explore – the Nova Scotia, Cori (Coronation Tap) and Bag O’ Nails are some local favourites.



Bristol is packed with superb independent eateries. Roll for the Soul (www.rollforthe soul.org) is a not-for-profit bike cafe that has the freshest and tastiest home cooked food around, with awesome vegan and vegetarian burgers and wraps to keep you fuelled up. St Nicholas Market has a great selection of independent street food outlets too, or you could head to The Lanes (www.thelanesbristol.co.uk) for some post-ride pizza and bowling action.



40 YEARS



WWW.MERIDA.COM www.facebook.com/meridauk



ONE FORTY range from £1,600 to £3,000 (model shown)



THE INDISPENSABLES #21 P.O.V. VIDEO EXTRAS



KNOW YOUR BIKE



Take your helmet cam filming to the next level with these aftermarket mounts and accessories



UNLOCKING THE TECHNICAL JARGON TO EXPLAIN HOW OUR BIKES WORK 1



PEDALS 5



2



FLATS



4



Relying on a large and often concave platform covered in strategically placed ‘pins’ for grip, flat pedals allow the rider greater freedom of movement than clipless/clip-in styles that attach to special cleats on your shoes. The downsides are reduced pedalling efficiency and a greater chance of your feet being bounced off the pedals.
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SPDS



8
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VERSATILE MOUNTS



CAMERA POLE



CUSTOM MOUNTING



MINI TRIPOD



Want to capture the action from all angles? With this quick-release mount kit you can fix your GoPro in all kinds of nooks and crannies on your frame.



This telescopic GoPro pole lets you get up close and personal with other riders as they whizz past, adding another dimension to your video making.



Sometimes you want to stick your camera somewhere no existing mount will work. Enter Sugru – a mouldable glue that turns into rubber as it sets.



This flexible tripod can be wrapped around trees and rocks to get that perfect up-close roost shot and comes with both GoPro and standard tripod mounts.



KLICKfix CamOn! mount £29.99 www.zyro.co.uk



SP Gadgets POV Pole 19in £29.99 www.madison.co.uk



Sugru (pack of eight) £12.99 www.sugru.com



JOBY GorillaPod Action Tripod £33 www.capture-pr.com
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BACKUP BATTERY



GOPRO ADAPTER



HELMET BOOM



SPARE BITS



Keep a USB charger in your pack and you need never worry about running out of juice halfway through filming that epic. This one’s waterproof and shockproof.



This widget lets you attach any camera with a tripod mount – including the latest Contour, Drift and Sony action cams – to any GoPro mount or accessory.



Filming yourself makes for some pretty cool results. This handy boom attaches to a GoPro helmet mount and extends it so the camera faces back at you.



This ‘grab bag’ of GoPro spares contains adhesive mounts, an extra camera arm and two brackets, plus a vibration plug to keep trail rattle to a minimum.



Powermonkey Explorer 2 £79 www.powertraveller.com



K-Edge GO BIG Pro in-20 Adapter £19.99 www.madison.co.uk



GoPole Arm £17.99 www.madison.co.uk



GoPro Grab Bag £15.99 www.madison.co.uk



Standing for Shimano Pedalling Dynamics, the original clip-in design is popular with riders who like to feel locked into their pedals (the system offers just four degrees of ‘float’ – the amount your feet can move before they pop out of the binding) yet want the option to fine tune entry and release tension. Shimano offer designs to suit all tastes.



CRANKBROTHERS CrankBrothers’ pedals use a simpler, non-adjustable system that delivers extra float (6°), allowing the rider to move around more on the bike without accidentally unclipping. Diehard SPD fans tend to dislike this design, saying it feels ‘too loose’. But it’s popular with many riders making the switch from flats, who prefer the less ‘locked in’ feel.
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FLASHBACK



1990s GRASSROOTS FUN



THANK GOD FOR...



THROUGH AXLES



FLASH



REMEMBER THE DAYS when thin, spindly quick-release skewers were the norm for bolting wheels to our bikes? We do, and we’re glad they’ve come to an end, even on most lightweight XC bikes. Flex simply couldn’t be avoided when designing a frame or fork around the system and it was only the fact that the QR was so convenient that kept it going for the amount of time it did. Thankfully, designers eventually decided enough was enough and that the oversize screw-through axles used on downhill bikes were going to move over to trail bikes and eventually XC bikes too. As lighter designs emerged that could still be easily removed they were jumped on by frame designers, and 15mm front and 142x12mm rear axles are now the standard for almost all the bikes we throw our legs over. Stiff, light and still easy to remove? Yeah, we’ve got all three, and we’re damn happy about it! 
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KCAB CLASSIC MTB MOMENTS FROM THE PAGES OF MBUK



BACK IN THE Nineties, you’d turn up at an event like the legendary Malvern Hills Classic with your (one and only) bike in the back of your car and race cross-country, downhill and maybe even dual slalom on it, while having a whale of a time with your mates and probably consuming vast amounts of alcohol in the process. Racing was all about having fun on your bike, and off the bike too.



THAT WAS THEN



THIS IS NOW! #50 Domestic racing



2014 A SERIOUS AFFAIR ROLL UP TO even a regional series downhill race these days and you can expect motorhomes, ‘pro’ looking pit set-ups and a struggle to wade through the sea of turbo trainers at the top of the hill. Racing has got serious for some – though plenty of others still vocally advocate the old-skool approach that, to be honest, we’re bigger fans of!



Lopes meets Warner, 1998 Back in the late Nineties, MBUK’s annual Bike Show would attract the biggest names in the sport to the UK to hit the dirt jumps for the fans. On this particular year, Brian Lopes came to town. As well known for his dedication to training as his skills in the air, the Californian decided to stay with Rob Warner, who’s anything but clean living. This probably wasn’t Brian’s best decision and thankfully we were there to witness the carnage – talk about chalk and cheese!



Distributed in the UK by www.hotlines-uk.com
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Tel: 0131 319 1444



The Super PROTECT YOUR HEAD AT BELLHELMETS.COM RIDER: MICK HANNAH



PHOTO: ADRIAN MARCOUX



ALL MOUNTAIN RULER.



LIVING THE DREAM Ben Pinnick, 37 Managing Director Bird Cycleworks Unheard of this time last year, Bird Cycleworks burst on to the scene in mid 2014 with two bikes that won tests in MBUK and our sister mag What Mountain Bike. Thanks to the ingenuity of Ben and his business partners, they’ve collectively thrown the rulebook out of the window and created something unique and altogether special. Over to Ben… We started Bird because we saw a gap in the market for blending shop service and customisation with direct pricing. The next step was to recruit some co-conspirators, and after posting an ad on a local Facebook riders’ group saying “I’m going to start a bike company, who fancies joining me?” Dan Hodge became our designer and Dave Cutts our finance and day-to-day operations manager. We mainly worked out of my kitchen and garage for the first 12 months of Bird. Dave and I work full time at Bird HQ while Dan currently works evenings and weekends. Since the beginning of 2014 we’ve had our own premises and have just expanded into a new warehouse making



M THOSE WHO’VE INSPIRATIONAL STORIES FRO AIN BIKING UNT MO NED TUR LLY SFU SUCCES BBY HO A T JUS N THA INTO MORE



us four times the size of where we started out in January 2014. The main advantage we have is that there are no preconceptions of how to do something, only the knowledge of what we want to achieve. I’ve been heavily involved in the consumer side of the equation for some time, so turning our hands to the supplier side has been a really fun challenge. We were either lucky or smart enough to have decided on 650b back in 2012. That was long before the mainstream manufacturers announced they’d support the standard, which helped a lot! We wouldn’t be having this conversation if we’d chosen 26in. The main challenge has been in bringing together so many disparate and complex ideas and suppliers with so few resources. I think people buy into the vision of shop service and customisation meets direct value, and they like it. Our main point of difference to the rest of our competitors is our customisation model. That means that every Bird bike we produce can be as close to perfect for each customer as we can make it. It’s also not just about having the parts available, it’s about helping our customers understand why we made those choices in order that they can make better choices too. We don’t do shortcuts or hidden cheap components, nor do we



spec for the showroom wow factor. Each one is built to be the best blend of cost versus performance that we can find. It’s only been nine months since we launched our first model but so much has happened. We have seven new models on the drawing board or in prototype right now and in a variety of materials, with three planned for release in 2015, starting in the summer. On top of that we’ll be launching our factory enduro race team, opening our first store in the spring, establishing a nationwide warranty and service centre network, and putting demo fleets into key hire locations around the country.



“We don’t do shortcuts or hidden cheap components, nor do we spec for showroom wows.” The Bird ethos is based on two main principles – question everything and constant incremental improvement. If you don’t accept that everything is as good as it could ultimately be, then fruitful evolution is pretty much a certainty. My best piece of advice is to believe in yourself and your ideas. I go by the theory that if you like it, and you’re not crazy, then other people will like it too. It’s working for us!
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RETAIL THERAPY Bike Art



Love bicycles and artwork? Here’s a selection of prints and posters to help finish your home off and make a statement
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2



5 8



7 6



1 GREAT MINDS This limited edition print from Rebecca J Kaye is the perfect way to tell the world – or at least your family and guests – about your love of bikes. The bicycle and a love of the outdoors heavily inspire Rebecca’s work, which she screen prints by hand and sells through her online shop. £25 Rebecca J Kaye www.rebeccajkaye.com



2 HG WELLS ‘BICYCLE’ “I came across this quote and was instantly inspired to make a print out of it,” says Loughborough based artist Barry D Bulsara. Each of these large hand-pulled screen
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prints is signed and numbered. Only 250 have been made. £37.25 Barry D Bulsara www.etsy.com/shop/ BarryDBulsara



3 TRACK CYCLIST Spinning wheels and spinning records meet in this great poster that’ll add a welcome splash of colour to your home. It’s a bit roadie but we still like it!



5 PAINT IT BLACK



£25 Rebecca J Kaye www.rebeccajkaye.com



A custom frame builder from New England, USA, Kristofer Henry is a man who really loves bikes. Hand printed, signed and numbered, this is one for the stealth brigade!



4 YOU CAN’T BUY HAPPINESS



US$45 plus shipping 44 Bikes http://44bikes. bigcartel.com



We reckon this hand-pulled screen print by Frome’s Anthony Oram hits the nail on the head. £26 (Open Edition) Anthony Oram www.anthonyoram.com



6 CHAIN REACTION Inspired by Britain’s Olympic cycling success, this screen print comes in hues to suit any living



room – gold, green, black and even fluoro orange. £20 Soldshop www.etsy.com/uk/ shop/Soldshop



7 EVER TRIED The words of Irish poet and playwright Samuel Beckett are particularly pertinent for us mountain bikers. £30 Anthony Oram www.anthonyoram.com



8 BURY ME Kristofer Henry reckons this poster is suitable for “any boudoir, man cave or fine bicycle shop” and we’d have to



agree! It’s hand printed, signed, numbered and limited to 50 prints. US$45 plus shipping 44 Bikes http://44bikes. bigcartel.com



Photo: Russell Burton



DON’T MISS NEXT MONTH



IND UST RY I NS I D ER



TODD ANDERSON OPTIMUS SRAM SRAM Mobile Marketing and Race Coordinator for Europe, Todd Anderson is the driving force and driver of the ultimate mountain biker’s Transformer, SRAM’s World Cup race support truck. What’s that like then? Workshop on wheels Our primary role is to support anyone riding SRAM at the major MTB events round Europe. On one side, we support all the SRAM sponsored athletes at World Cups and other significant races. Typically that means three technicians here working on product tuning, repairs and replacement of existing products. On the other side, we attend major consumer events across Europe and try to support regular racers and riders as much as possible too. We can do pretty much anything in here, from dedicated shock



and fork preparation to full CNC machining. Fully stocked If we’re doing a particularly tough World Cup DH race there’s an inevitable attrition of parts, so we’ll load up on rear mechs and other components that get smashed off by rocks. For something like Roc d’Azur we’ll have more XC stuff and try to bring old stuff like nine-speed cassettes. Helping hand If it’s obviously a warranty case then people can leave us the bike and we’ll do our best to sort it out so they can ride the event. We don’t charge for that but if they come back with some beers when they pick it up that’s appreciated. If it’s just been abused or worn out we don’t want to take trade away from shops so we’ll patch it up or they’ll pay for replacements.



Listening post The truck is a great, visual way of showing that we really want to support the sport, but feedback from riders is really valuable in terms of development too. That’s why we have sponsored athletes. BlackBox development with athletes like Jérôme Clémentz and Stevie Smith has been crucial to the evolution of the Charger damper, Guide brake and a whole run of other programmes. The Specialized and SRAM Troy Lee teams give us great feedback too. Early warning Because we tend to see stuff early, we’re the front line of tuning and bug fixing on prototype kit before it goes into production. The public can tell us a lot about durability down the line too. Any information on stuff like usage patterns, we’ll report back to SRAM’s engineering HQ in Germany or for suspension, we feedback to HQ in Colorado. Keeping it real The truck is a great way to meet people, give something back to MTB and keep us in touch with how people really use our stuff.



FIGHT THE FLAB! LOSE YOUR GUT! GET FIT FAST! And other waist-related promises… All achievable while adding a load of fun into your riding. You’ll be shedding pounds without even realising!



PLUS RIDE IN COMFORT Quickfire guide to checking and adjusting all your main contact points on the bike to stop those aches and pains and help you ride for longer.



ON SALE 6 FEBRUARY



2002 BARCELONA AND BACK ROADTRIP I hadn’t been on the magazine long when I was told to pack my things for a roadtrip. Dirt jump legend Steve Geall popped over to pick me up, and we collected Martin Hawyes, Martyn Ashton and Rob Warner on the way. We rode the Alps, Southern France and a load of Spanish spots – including Barcelona – with local riders each time and we even put out a free cover-mounted video of the trip. To this day I’m not sure I’ve ever laughed as hard, as frequently and for as long. Genuinely, this was one of my favourite life experiences and it was in such great company.



2010 CHILCOTIN FLOAT PLANE TRIP Flown 50km into the Chilcotin mountains by float plane, I was dropped off at Warner Lake with Martin Hawyes, Mark from Bear Back Biking and a guide carrying a can of bear spray. The entire ride back was amazing singletrack, with mountain stream crossings and ravine edge riding. The whole experience was simply incredible, and to date I’ve been to few places that rival the Chilcotins for outstanding beauty. We were lucky enough to see a mother grizzly with four cubs just 50ft away from us. I’ll never forget my heart pounding so fast and hard, while being somehow enchanted by its awe.



DODDY’S FINEST HOURS



2005 NORTH SHORE TOUR I’d read a lot about Vancouver’s infamous North Shore, but getting a tour of the three mountains from the crew at Norco was immense. I learned all about the scene there, and while on the trails we bumped in to legendary riders Johnny Smoke and Wade Simmons. Although the woodwork on the Shore had made the place famous, it was the huge network of what we’d call ‘all-mountain’ trails that stunned me. We were riding long-travel bikes, but the trails there then are similar to what we look for now on 150mm trail bikes. The North Shore has always been ahead of its time, and I’m glad I got to ride the place at such an influential and pivotal time.



As he bids farewell to MBUK, Features Editor Doddy looks back on his most memorable moments



2007 HANGING WITH HANS Intense bikes have always been on my all-time favourites list, and have an important history in mountain bike racing. If meeting legend Jeff Steber wasn’t already enough, I was invited to his house for dinner and watched Rush in his newly finished home cinema. I then worked with him on some custom geometry and watched him handcraft me a bike from scratch. In a single day! Watching Jeff work was amazing. He truly is an artist, and the way he works is very different from other frame builders I’ve seen over the years. Most important to me was seeing the care and effort he puts into everything at Intense.



The spiky, bit pikey phase



DODDY’S DIGITS



The Doddbarber strikes… a little too close



When you’ve been around as long as Doddy you rack up a few numbers!
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Woah! There it is. The Hat covers a Rod Stewart mullet-itude of mullet slowly sins to come beds in



174



ISSUES OF MBUK WORKED ON



Time for a quick pint break between mullets



From Rod Stewart to er, Rod Hull… ?



APPROX 2,979 DAYS WORKED



The ‘mane’ event and climax of the hairway to heaven



APPROX 150 BIKES ACTUALLY TESTED BUT HUNDREDS MORE RIDDEN



26 WHEELS WRECKED IN 13.5 YEARS



One of many things lost up the famous beak



4 BONES BROKEN, 1 SEPARATED SHOULDER, 1 TORN LIGAMENT, 1 CHIPPED ELBOW AND A HAEMATOMA SO BIG HE COULDN'T PUT A SOCK ON



Perfect goggles for having a quick office based nap



Well known for his toned down, subtle, stealth styling



00 2,0 52 WRI WORDS TTEN



APPROX



2014 BUILDING A BIKE WITH JEFF STEBER



I’d ridden MTBs for a while, but when I saw Hans Rey at Bicyclexpo in 1992 I was completely hooked. Hans was bounding around to the thumping beat of Rhythm is a Dancer by Snap, and was bunnyhopping on to the roofs of cars – stuff we never knew was possible. I became a huge Hans fan then and there, buying all his videos and learning his trials trickery on my own bike. Since then Hans has been a huge contributor to mountain biking, and to sit down and chat with him over a few beers in MBUK’s hometown was the icing on the cake for me. I’ve kept in touch with Hans ever since, and was lucky enough to visit him in his Laguna Beach home in California last year.



15



All grown up and ready to fly the MBUK nest. Good luck fella!



COUNTRIES WORKED IN: ENGLAND, IRELAND, WALES, SCOTLAND, FRANCE, GERMANY, SPAIN, PORTUGAL, AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND, ITALY, CANADA, USA, MEXICO AND MOROCCO



I N A S S O C I AT I O N W I T H



SEND IT! CONTACT US:



YOUR MAIL, PHOTOS, IDEAS AND RANTS



Write to: MBUK Send it! Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN Email: [email protected] Visit: www.BikeRadar.com/mbukforum



STAR LETTER After being into mountain biking for about 12 months, I read your review of the YT Capra and instantly thought, “that’s the bike for me”. I did have a Scott Genius 940, which was great, but I much prefer the rough stuff to XC riding. So I ordered the Capra Pro in May, undeterred by the five-month waiting list. I was like a kid at Christmas, counting down the months, weeks, days and hours till my new toy arrived. After putting it



together, which was very straightforward, it didn’t disappoint. It’s every inch the bike your testers described and better, much better. I went out on some local trails, including Llandegla, and smashed most of my PRs on Strava. Then I went up to Rivington Pike in Bolton to try it on the infamous San Marino run. I was flying down, then continued to fly right over the bars, snapping two ribs and tearing tendons and ligaments in my shoulder. I’ll be out of action for three to four months, but those three rides on the Capra were awesome and I can’t wait to get back on it. Thank you for the review. MATT BURNS , VIA EMAIL Sorry to hear about your crash Matt, but that’s the thing with the Capra – it’s so good it’s easy to get carried away and forget the bike is a lot more capable than you are!



We absolutely loved the Capra – and it seems plenty of readers agree



If your letter gets picked as the Star Letter, you’ll receive a pair of DMR Vault pedals worth £99.99, courtesy of Upgrade (www.upgradebikesco.uk). For full Mountain Biking UK terms and conditions, see p14.



Fatbike fan I went to Coed-y-Brenin intending to hire a Santa Cruz Bronson but, finding they’d run out, noticed they were also offering Trek Farley fatbikes and knew I had to see what they were like. The first trail I did was Dragon’s Back, which had a super fun and flowy end section so I went back and did it again. After getting a steak and sweet pepper fajita inside me, I went to the freeride zone. The 3.8in tyres’ rolling speed made it difficult to clear all the jumps but it was still great fun. Then I set off along the Beast, which had some challenging uphills I just about completed and five super-fun downhill sections. I had a great day and now understand why people love fatbikes. NICK JAMES, VIA EMAIL That’s the thing with fatbikes – they may not be the fastest rolling or sweetest handling machines out



there but they’re guaranteed to put a smile on your face as wide as their tyres.



Hats off to the snappers Hi all at MBUK, I love the mag and eagerly await every issue like a child. I thought I’d write in to thank you for the creative writing you guys do to keep us interested. I’d also like to thank your photographers for the depth they add with their images. I’m in awe of some of the awesome landscapes you guys trek up and session for these photos, and these snappers have to carry their photography kit with them to the top and back down again! I take my hat off to you. GARETH DAVIES, VIA EMAIL Thanks Gareth. We do our best to make the mag as entertaining and informative as we can, with a good



SOCIAL STUFF MBUK FORUM www.bikeradar.com/ forums



Why am I drifting off line in corners on my new XC bike? It sounds like you need to improve your technique and look at bike set-up. Maybe your tyres are made from a cheap, ultra hard compound? – Rockmonkey SC Get a friend who knows stuff to set up your fork. If you’re running wide on fast turns it could be overly hard and underdamped – cyd190468



mix of riding and plenty of inspirational photos. It’s not much fun lugging a hefty camera bag to the top of a mountain but we reckon the results are worth it!



Outdated attitude In issue 308 I read a letter celebrating female riders for their appearance, not their achievements. Not only is this view disturbingly outdated but the publishing of the letter only verified this opinion. Reading it left me shocked. I hope this isn’t a common view and that most just want to blast some trails. STEPHANIE BOYALL, VIA EMAIL We’re pretty sure the writer of that letter was just trying to wind people up – or at least we hope he was – but he did hit on one important point, and that’s that mountain biking is no longer a male domain. There are
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SEND IT!



I N A S S O C I AT I O N W I T H



Try to weight the front a bit more in turns. It’s easy to hang too far off the back with XC bikes. You lose grip and steering becomes vague – Supersonic



FACEBOOK www.facebook.com/ MBUKMag



Favourite trail feature? I like berms and I cannot lie – Alan Storer The pub at the end – Barrie Davies You can’t beat a good drop – Peter Howell Rooty sections! Commit or crash – Bret Nicholls Jumps! The bigger the better. Airtime is ace – Michael Short Anything you don’t notice until you’ve already hit it faster than common sense allows – Warren Laidler



TWITTER http://twitter.com/ mbukmagazine



Worst place to live in the UK for a mountain biker? Oxford, because it’s as flat as a pancake – @Cre8ix Couldn’t tell ya! I live next door to Rob Jarman – @phclarke Grimsby. Your bike will be stolen before you can ride it – @chrisstevens888 Anywhere south of the M4 – @jonnyvalleyboy Cambridgeshire Fens. It’s miles from Wales – @percypeanuts



more women hitting the trails than ever before, and that’s great to see.



Freebie fan I wanted to give some positive feedback on your free gifts after the criticism in issue 309. The phone cover is a perfect fit for my iPhone, you can never have enough cable ties, the chainstay protector survived London to Brighton off road better than my 1991 Marin Team and the pedal spanner works fine (OK, it’s not Snap-on quality, but it was free). Thanks for a great magazine. SIMON TURNER, VIA EMAIL Thanks Simon. We think you’re going to enjoy some of the cracking cover gifts we’ve got lined up. And for the moaners out there, if you don’t want the freebies, you can always buy the digital edition instead!



Midlife crisis According to the media, some of the top signs of a midlife crisis include going to Glastonbury, listening to BBC 6 Music and buying expensive bicycles. I’m guilty of all three. I first got into mountain biking by visiting Coed Llandegla and Coed-y-Brenin. I hadn’t ridden a bike for years but came away feeling beaten up but strangely elated. I’m 43 years old, have been riding for three years and absolutely love it. I’ve never felt better and look forward to big days out on my bike whenever I get the chance. Here’s a photo taken at the beginning of the Walna Scar descent in the Lake District, proving that a midlife crisis isn’t a bad thing! RICHIE BLACKMORE, VIA EMAIL If it weren’t for midlife crises, there’d be no one to buy the super-expensive bikes that benefit the rest of us in terms of trickle down technology, so keep up the good work!



THAT’S GOTTA HURT



What goes up must come down… JOHN SMITH snapped Petra Ernst doing a spot of hike-a-bike near Gap in the south of France



Landing on his back after a crash, Dorset’s ALEC LAMBRECHTS saw his back wheel heading straight for his face and instinctively reached out his hand – sending his index finger into the disc rotor, which sliced the end off. Thankfully the docs managed to patch him back together with the help of what looks like a tent peg.



WIN Lezyne tool package Here’s 10-year-old SAM MORRIS practising wheelies before descending Sticks Pass in the Lakes. Nailed it!



DONTAE JONES reaches warp speed on the newly refurbished Forest Dive section at Kielder



HARDCORE HERO



Forget Porsches and leggy blondes – this is how to do a midlife crisis



The small print Email your letters and photos to [email protected]. Q The ‘Star Photo’ winner will receive a Lezyne CNC Dirt Floor Drive pump worth £89.99. Q The ‘That’s Gotta Hurt’ winner will receive a Lezyne Port-A-Shop toolkit worth £99.99. Q The ‘Hardcore Heroes’ winner will receive an Effetto Mariposa Caffélatex Tubeless Conversion Kit worth £49.99 Turn to p14 for full Mountain Biking UK terms and conditions.
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TOM BOOTH WOODGER bagged this great shot of his mate JORDAN jumping over his friend MARCUS at Danbury Common in Essex. It took a few goes to get it just right but we reckon it was well worth the effort. Reminds us of our issue 295 cover!



WIN Effetto tubeless kit



STAR



After an awesome day shredding the Stile Cop downhill trails at Cannock Chase, JEN WALSH took this beautiful pic of STEVEN TURNER and the guys on the push back up



PHOTO



TWEETS OF THE MONTH @samreynolds26 with a big 360 table at the @s4p_bikepark the other day, shooting for @mbukmagazine Roving snapper Jacob Gibbins has been busy getting us the goods Back when I was in Whistler, Canada, chilling at the lake and doing wheelies! Troy Brosnan isn’t the only one reminiscing about summer, but isn’t it summer in Australia now? Aero is everything… #speedsuit Looks like Aaron Gwin has been busy tesing Troy Lee Designs’ latest minimalistic downhill race gear Riding in December in unreal conditions! Only @coastgravity park. Come and see for yourself Logan Peat is loving life on BC’s Sunshine Coast. We’re not jealous… much!



WHAT YOU COULD WIN… The Lezyne CNC Dirt Floor Drive track pump is made from durable CNC machined aluminium and has an oversized barrel, piston, hose and connectors to deliver twice as much air per stroke and quickly fill tyres or seat tubeless tyre systems. For more info, visit www.upgradebikes.co.uk.



New training on the enduro bike Whatever Rémy Métailler’s up to, there’s always a GoPro not too far from the action!



INSTAGRAM http://instagram.com/mbukmagazine



Even Steve Peat’s been wishing issue 310 star letter winner @Sassie001 well



We’re not the only ones raving about the Roc d’Azur bike fest – MILES WOOD and his mates have been heading to the south of France for the past five years!



We’ve disqualified JOE ROGERS from That’s Gotta Hurt because he crashed his Orange Clockwork in town, plus with supportive friends like this, he’s sure to make a quick recovery!



ALAN ATKINSON from Lichfield has been buying MBUK since 1990 so it’s about time he made it into the mag! Here he is on the rollers at Cannock Chase



Did someone order a taco? @bear733 seems to have picked up a bit of a ding
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GET READY TO RIDE! ROAD



MOUNTAIN



URBAN



FAMILY BOOK N T H U R SO W & S A V E * S A T / S/ F R I £ 1 3 QUOTE U N £ 1 5 : MBUK 01



DRIVEN BY



1 TICKET 4 SHOWS INCLUDING: TRIATHLON SHOW: LONDON, THE TELEGRAPH OUTDOOR ADVENTURE & TRAVEL SHOW AND THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL DIVE SHOW † BOOK YOUR TICKETS NOW AT



THELONDONBIKESHOW.CO.UK *DISCOUNT APPLIES TO ADVANCE ADULT BOOKINGS ONLY. BOOKING FEES APPLY. DISCOUNT CODE EXPIRES 31/01/2015. †THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL DIVE SHOW IS OPEN SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ONLY.



THE NUCLEUS IS STABLE AT SPEED WHEN YOU NEED IT, BUT FLICKABLY PRECISE WHEN YOU WANT IT
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FEATURING:



Vitus Nucleus 275 VR // Rocky Mountain Instinct 990 MSL BC // Kingdom Hex



The beefy front end has been built to take some serious abuse



The 3x9 drivetrain delivers a full range of 24 gears



VITUS NUCLEUS 275 VR FRAME 6061-T6 aluminium FORK Suntour XCR DS-LO-R Air, 120mm (4.7in) travel DRIVETRAIN Shimano Altus w/ Suntour XCM cranks (3x9) WHEELSET SRAM 306 hubs on Jalco XCD rims, Continental Mountain King 27.5x2.4in (F) and X-King 27.5x2.2in (R) tyres BRAKES Tektro HD-M290, 160/160mm BAR/STEM Vitus, 740mm/ Vitus, 60mm SEATPOST/SADDLE Vitus/Vitus WEIGHT 13.4kg (29.6lb) without pedals PRICE £599.99 (complete bike) CONTACT Vitus Bikes www.vitusbikes.com



itus’s Nucleus range of keenly priced hardtails is designed with trail centre riding in mind. Kicking off with a 26in-wheeled option at £399 and including a 29er at £499, the range tops out with the 650b-wheeled 275 VR at £599. A pared-down 275 is available at £449 with a coil-sprung fork and eight-speed transmission, but the VR brings an extra sprocket and an air spring into the mix. Is it worth the extra?



V



Ratings WE BASE OUR SCORES ON VALUE FOR MONEY AND PERFORMANCE



EXCEPTIONAL: A genuine class leader



VERY GOOD: One of the best you can buy



GOOD: It’ll do the job and do it well



BELOW AVERAGE: Flawed in some way



POOR: Simply put, don’t bother!



The frame Entry-level hardtails aren’t about winning awards for design, they’re about making sure everything you need is in the right place. On that basis, Vitus’s designers have got the Nucleus sussed. A tapered head tube and big box sections at the head of the top and down tubes make for a rigid front end – good news for enthusiastic and clumsy riders alike. Out back the mud clearance is miserly, but when was the last time you encountered claggy mud at a trail centre? There are even ISCG mounts, in case you ever



fancy running a single chainring and chain guide up front. The only obvious omission is the lack of a set of rack mounts at the rear, which means the Nucleus might not be the bike of choice if you’re looking for a double duty commuter hack and weekend warrior.



The kit The Nucleus’s 2.4in front/2.2in rear tyre combo is a great one for hard riding. It’s a shame, then, that Vitus couldn’t find room in the budget to spec a 180mm brake rotor up front for better cooling. The star of the show is the air-sprung Suntour XCR fork. With easy set-up, rebound damping adjustment and 32mm stanchions, it stands head and shoulders above the coil-sprung forks on the cheaper Nucleus models.



The ride The Nucleus’s ride position is all about control. A rangy top tube combines with a stubby 60mm stem and wide, low-rise bar to bring the rider’s weight forward, giving better front wheel grip and a stance that’s just as good for stomping up steep climbs as



it is for dodging trees on fast, flowing singletrack. Vitus’s designers deserve a shout out for getting the geometry spot on. The Nucleus is up there with the best trail-storming hardtails we’ve ridden – stable at speed when you need it, but flickably precise when you want it. The grippy tyres and a fork that just gets on with the job are the icing on the cake. We often criticise budget hardtails for their fork performance. The 275 VR is proof that it’s worth finding the extra cash for an air fork over the heavier and less adjustable coil alternative. If you’ve had your eye on the Nucleus range, save your pennies for this one – the dialled handling will be shared by all the Nuclei, but only the 275 VR has a fork that does the frame justice. SEB



RATED A competent, fun and surprisingly capable trail muncher with no significant weaknesses thanks to its air-sprung fork
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FirstRides



Ï The BC Edition gets a revalved shock and chaos-ready kit to unleash its aggro potential Ð It also gets a 10mm longer RockShox Pike fork, which slackens the head angle



ROCKY MOUNTAIN INSTINCT 990 MSL BC EDITION FRAME C13 Hi Mod Smoothwall carbon, 130mm (5.1in) travel FORK RockShox Pike RCT3, 140mm (5.5in) travel SHOCK RockShox Monarch RT3 DebonAir DRIVETRAIN SRAM X01 w/ Race Face Turbine cranks (1x11) WHEELSET Stan’s NoTubes ZTR Flow EX 29 wheels, Maxxis Minion DHR II 3C MaxTerra EXO 29x2.3in tyres BRAKES Shimano Deore XT, 180mm/180mm BAR/STEM Race Face Next, 760mm/Race Face Turbine, 70mm SEATPOST/SADDLE RockShox Reverb Stealth/WTB Rocky Mountain custom WEIGHT 12.5kg (27.5lb) – XL without pedals PRICE £5,500 (complete bike) CONTACT Greenover Sports www.greenoversports.com



ocky Mountain’s 130mm (5.1in) travel Instinct 29er has always been an impressively sorted and enjoyable all-rounder, but the BC Edition turns the fun dial up to 10.



R



The frame The Instinct frame is unchanged for 2015, but that’s no bad thing. The Smoothwall chassis is made using rigid internal formers (rather than



inflatable bladders) that squeeze the carbon fibre lay-up until it’s as tight, light and tough as possible. The pivots and linkages for the Smoothlink four-bar suspension platform are set as wide apart as possible and there are ISCG mounts around the press-fit BB. While the gear cables and seatpost hose run internally, the rear brake hose stays external for easy maintenance. Unlike many 29ers, standover and mud clearance are generous. A rotating square chip within the rear shock mount gives nine head/seat angle and ride height options.



The kit



Ï Wide pivot spacing boosts stiffness and internal routing keeps things looking clean
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Compared to standard Instinct models, the BC Edition gets a 140mm (5.5in) rather than 130mm travel fork – in the shape of the impressive RockShox Pike – which leans the bike back further. The Monarch rear shock is revalved



and you get a 35mm diameter, 70mm long Race Face Turbine stem holding a 760mm wide Race Face Next bar. Stan’s Flow wheels plump out the top-spec Maxxis Minion DHR tyres, Race Face Turbine cranks turn the SRAM X01 transmission and there are Shimano XT brakes on stopping duties. The RockShox Reverb Stealth post and custom Rocky Mountain saddle complete an excellent spec but complete bike pricing is definitely boutique not bargain.



The ride That premium price is fair enough though, because the Rocky rolls out a properly premium ride. At a claimed 2,380g (5.25lb) for the frame and shock, the foundations are there to make a seriously light bike, and even in the burlier BC build it has real pop and purpose in its acceleration. There’s no sense of slur in turns or softness under power



though, and together with the big bar and chunky tyres this means it feels confidently keyed into the trail from the start. It’s a good job too because the Ride 9 chip lets you throw the front wheel out as slack as 66.7 degrees, which makes it a potentially radical ripper in 29er terms. That meant we were firing it down the throat of the gnarliest trail sections at full gas and drifting up dirty great clouds of roost as soon as we got the Instinct cranked over through the turns. Even with the ‘BC tune’, balancing initial sensitivity against mid-stroke support and accessing the final part of the travel isn’t easy. That means it’s definitely a bike that’s worth spending time on tuning. Short stem fans should also take advantage of the low slung frame and go a size up from normal because our XL sample was more like an average large in terms of reach. GUY



RATED Stiff, light trail 29er with super-slack ‘flat out, foot out’ swagger, but size and tune carefully for full potential



For all the latest breaking news check out



G H O S T� B I K E S . C O M



START A RIOT. One bike, many mountains. The all new AMR RIOT PLUS featuring the patented RIOT link provides 130mm of rear wheel travel and 150mm at the front packaged within a lightweight full carbon frame with 650B wheels. Why compromise when you can RIOT.



Distributed in the UK by www.hotlines-uk.com



I



Email: [email protected]



I



Tel: 0131 319 1444



FirstRides



Ï Ti and suspension don’t always play well together, but the Hex is a real exception Ð A large down/head tube gusset helps keep things stiff and on point up front



KINGDOM HEX FRAME 3Al-2.5V titanium, 145mm (5.7in) travel FORK RockShox Pike RCT3, 160mm (6.3in) travel SHOCK Fox Float X DRIVETRAIN SRAM X01 (1x11) WHEELSET SRAM ROAM 50 wheels, Maxxis High Roller II MaxTerra 3C EXO 27.5x2.4in tyres BRAKES SRAM Guide RSC, 180/180mm BAR/STEM Kingdom Sparta Ti, 780mm/Kingdom Infinity, 35mm SEATPOST/SADDLE RockShox Reverb Stealth/ Charge Spoon WEIGHT 13.5kg (29.8lb) w/o pedals PRICE £2,765 (frame) CONTACT Kingdom Bike www.kingdombike.com



he Hex from Danish bike designers Kingdom is a truly unique machine. Not only is it a genuinely on-point titanium enduro rig, it’s also the only Ti full-sus we’ve ever tested that rides really, really well.



T



The frame With a frame-only price of £2,250, the plain-gauge 3Al-2.5V chassis costs the same as a premium carbon



frame yet, at 3.15kg (6.9lb), weighs the same as much cheaper alloy ones. But Ti has a unique character that goes beyond simple numbers. The suitably regal winged head badge on the tapered head tube and big, beautifully welded and curved main tubes give the Hex a clean look and car park conversation starter appeal. It’s single ring specific (no ISCG tabs), the seat tube is drilled to take a ‘stealth’ dropper post, the upper and lower linkages are carbon fibre with titanium pivot bolts and the chunky replaceable dropouts are recessed to hold a 142x12mm hub. For 2015 it also gets an extended top tube to work with Kingdom’s own super-short stem.



The kit Ï The upper and lower linkages are carbon fibre, with titanium pivot bolts
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Kingdom also provide the weirdly wiggly 780mm Sparta titanium bar, which is heavy at 325g but fine if you stop staring



at it. There’s a choice of shocks, all of which are custom tuned by TF Tuned here in the UK. These range from X-Fusion’s 02 RCX (£150) to RockShox’s Monarch and Monarch Plus, Cane Creek’s DBair and DBair Inline, and the £515 Fox Float X here. The remaining kit consists of a RockShox Pike fork and SRAM X01 transmission, Guide RSC brakes and ROAM 50 wheels wrapped in Maxxis High Roller II tyres, all of which is spot on for flat out trail riding.



The ride We weren’t expecting great things from the Hex. Titanium is great for making naturally sprung, flowing, floating hardtails, but every Ti suspension bike we’ve ever ridden has been too flexy to push properly hard. That meant every successive turn and drop on the Hex was a revelation. The sturdy mainframe puts the front wheel exactly where



you want and holds it there however rough the trail gets. The usefully short (436mm) rear end chops and hops around easily, but tracks solidly when carving a turn hard. Better still, there’s a definite ‘damped’ vibe running through the whole frame. The bigger the drop or rougher the rubble heap, the more the smoothness and eerie quietness of the Hex separates it from the clattery feel of alloy or impassiveness of many carbon machines. The twin-linkage suspension combines with the custom tuned rear shock, frame feel and 2.4in rubber to make the Hex feel more like a 160mm (6.3in) than 145mm (5.7in) travel bike over big stuff. Contemporary long and slack geometry locks it into corners, and at under 14kg it still climbs and accelerates well enough for big days in the big hills or short sprints with a number on your bar. GUY



RATED Unique looks, super-damped Ti ride feel and sorted geometry and suspension make for an inspiring high-class hooligan



For all the latest breaking news check out



First



Look Tasty bits of new kit to get excited about
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FIRST LOOK



CRANKBROTHERS MALLET DH/RACE PEDALS IF RED WAS never your cup of tea you’re in luck, because you can now get CrankBrothers’ increasingly popular Mallet DH pedals in black too. Initially designed with downhill racers in mind, the large platform, eight grippy pins per side and mud shedding capabilities have made them popular with enduro racers and trail riders too. Another reason for their success is the six degrees of float built into the cleats, which means you’re less rigidly locked into the pedal than with Shimano’s SPD design – something that appeals to many former flat pedal riders. £124.99 Extra UK www.extrauk.co.uk



GT FURY TEAM WITH TWO SEASONS of racing under its wheels, the redesigned Fury has quickly cemented itself as one of the most successful bikes on the downhill circuit. For 2015, GT have retained the overall look and feel of the 2014 model but added larger 650b wheels and reduced the travel to 210mm (8.3in), bringing this podium threat of a bike bang up to date. The Team model here sits just below the World Cup bike and offers all you could possibly need to hit up a year’s worth of races without having to change a single component. The Fox 40 RC2 fork is easily adjustable and thoroughly proven, while the mixed Shimano Saint/Zee transmission offers smooth, reliable shifting and can take a real battering. A Race Face bar, stem and seatpost, along with Continental’s impressive Der Kaiser Projekt tyres, finish things off nicely. £3,999.99 Cycling Sports Group UK www.cyclingsportsgroup.co.uk



FIRST LOOK



BELL SUPER 2R HELMET ENDURO RACING HAS provided helmet companies with a bit of a conundrum. How do you give riders enough protection for the downhills without weighing them down or causing them to overheat on the climbs, and without the need to carry two helmets? Bell’s response has been to re-engineer their successful Super helmet, adding a removable chin piece that can be quickly and easily removed and installed on the trail. On for that gnarly DH line and off for that long singletrack climb. It’s available in five colours and three sizes. £149.99 Zyro www.zyro.co.uk



LEATT DBX 6.5 NECK BRACE TAKING LIGHTWEIGHT PROTECTION to the next level, Leatt’s latest neck brace is a bicycle-specific design aimed at preventing the potentially life changing damage that can be caused by hyperextension of the neck. It’s Leatt’s lightest brace to date, and their lowest profile one too. The tool-free adjustments of the DBX 5.5 brace have been carried over, as has the simplicity of not using a padding kit – which can get grubby far too easily – making it super-easy to clean and look after. £400 Hotlines www.hotlines-uk.com
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VITUS SOMMET PRO THE SOMMET PRO is a head turner with its matt black finish, matching blacked-out SRAM and RockShox components and bright yellow Mavic hoops. Under all that finery lies a machine that’s ready to rip up the trails or tackle the gnarliest enduro stages, if the numbers are anything to go by. With 160mm (6.3in) of travel up front, 155mm (6.1in) at the rear and a relatively slack 66-degree head angle, the Sommet doesn’t look like it’ll hold you back. The 6061-T6 alloy frame uses a Horst Link four-bar linkage design and comes kitted out with a SRAM X01/X1 transmission, RockShox Pike RCT3 fork and Monarch Plus RC3 DebonAir shock. £3,699.99 Vitus Bikes www.vitusbikes.com
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Beat those January blues with a magazine subscription 5 is sue s fo r



£5



*



With over 30 magazines to choose from, why not take out a subscription to one of your JEZSYVMXI XMXPIW SV XV] E RI[ SRI ERH VIGIMZI ]SYV VWX 5 issues for just £5*



…then SAVE 23%



…then SAVE 22%



…then SAVE 35%



…then SAVE 23%



…then SAVE 21%



…then SAVE 23%



…then SAVE 20%



…then SAVE 26%



…then SAVE 35%



…then SAVE 29%



…then SAVE 30%



Great reasons to subscribe 8V] ]SYV VWX 5 issues for just £5* 'SRXMRYI XS QEOI great savings after your trial period



Enjoy easy and convenient delivery direct to your door Never miss an issue of your favourite magazine



2 EASY WAYS TO ORDER Visit



www.buysubscriptions.com/januarysale



and enter promotional code



JSSP15C



Call



0844 844 0390



please quote code



†



JSSP15C



(Lines open Mon to Fri 8am – 8pm and Sat 9am – 1pm)



* This offer closes on 1 February 2015 and is valid for UK delivery addresses and by direct debit only. The discounts shown are savings calculated as a percentage of the full shop price, excluding Radio Times which is calculated as a percentage of the Basic Annual Rate. For overseas rates visit www.buysubscriptions.com or call 01795 414 746. Should the magazine ordered change in frequency; we will honour the number of issues and not the term of the subscription. Your are free to cancel your subscription at any time – if you cancel within 2 weeks of receiving your penultimate issue you will pay no more than the trial rate, this is with the exception of Radio Times and Match of the Day, which you will need to cancel 3 weeks before the trial is due to end. †Calls to the number above made from a BT landline will cost no more than 5p per minute. Calls from mobiles and other providers may vary. Radio Times and Match of the Day subscriptions are for 26 weekly issues (6 months). The Basic Annual UK Subscription Rate of Radio Times is £102. This price is for 51 issues, which includes the Christmas double issue and a contribution towards first class postage.



[ THE MOST DESIRABLE MOUNTAIN BIKES ON THE PLANET ]



#50 Stanton Switchback Ti WHY IS THIS A SUPER BIKE? } Well balanced



geometry built around the 650b wheel size and designed to ensure the Switchback can be ridden hard without compromising fun and flickability



} Custom drawn seat



tube minimises lateral flex and ensures things remain snappy when power is applied



} ENVE wheelset and BOS fork were chosen for their uncompromising ability to deliver on demanding terrain and complement this boutique titanium frame perfectly



No compromises Form meets function with spectacular results on this ready-to-rip hardtail Titanium will always have a special place in many mountain bikers’ hearts. The buzz about this legendary material and its ride characteristics may have been dulled slightly by the influx of more affordable carbon fibre frames, but there’s still something about the clean lines and raw tubes that stirs something within. “There’s something majestic about Ti,” says Dan



Stanton, designer and head honcho at Stanton Bikes. “Its ride quality is unparalleled when designed correctly. Ti is inherently flexible so you’re in the great position of designing stiffness into the frame, rather than out of the frame as you do with steel.” It was no huge surprise then to see Dan launch a titanium version of his highly acclaimed Switchback hardtail,



which is designed to tackle everything from gravity enduro racing to long days in the saddle to even banging out downhill runs. No holds barred “The Switchback Ti has no compromises at all on what I wanted,” says Dan. “Cost of manufacture and jigs, etc, were second to frame finish and ride feel.” The new



Words Rob Weaver Pics Russell Burton
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BESPOKE TUBE To get the feel he wanted from his titanium frame, Dan Stanton designed a fully custom drawn triple-butted seat tube in order to minimise lateral flex and make the Switchback Ti snappy and efficient under power.



SWAP THAT DROP The Switchback Ti uses Stanton’s custom CNC machined rear dropouts, which allow you to swap between the 10x135mm and stiffer 12x142mm axle standards or fit horizontal dropouts should you want to simplify things and run a singlespeed set-up.



POSH HOOPS



KEEP IT SIMPLE



ENVE Composites’ M70 rims offer supreme stiffness and impressive durability, while Chris King hubs deliver rapid pick-up time and time again. The 25mm internal rim width gives a decent tyre profile too, with enough support to allow you to run slightly lower pressures for extra traction.



Although Stanton did include ISCG-05 chain guide mounts on the Switchback Ti, this top-end build comes with a SRAM X01 transmission and Race Face Next carbon cranks equipped with a 34t narrow/wide chainring, which negates the need for any type of chain retention.
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SUPERBIKE



HEADING THINGS UP Behind that beautifully crafted head badge sits one of the key features that helps define the Switchback Ti’s ride characteristics. With the head tube kicked out to a slack 64 degrees, tackling steep, technical terrain should be a breeze.



LIKE A BOS Stanton wanted the Switchback Ti full build to offer the best of the best, which is why he opted to bolt in a 140mm (5.5in) travel BOS Deville fork up front. In Dan’s words, “There are no corners cut on quality to meet margins, and this is the same as what we aim to achieve with our frame.”



frame shares much of its DNA with its smaller wheeled counterpart, the 26in Slackline, with Dan saying that the main elements he wanted to transfer – or even enhance – were its descending capability and nimbleness. But settling on the final numbers wasn’t easy. “Sometimes I wind myself up,” he says. “I’ll have been out on a prototype sample frame loads of times, made my mind up about what needs to change and sent a drawing to the manufacturer. Then I’ll go out again and realise I could make the same change differently. I’ll chew over whether my choice was right or not, then when the sample arrives I’ll go at the box like a rabid dog! I’m not often disappointed with my alterations now, and the more I go through this process, the more confident I am in my judgment of converting bike ‘feel’ into numbers.” Stickler for detail This experience certainly seems to have shone through in the Switchback Ti. By keeping its BB height the same as the Slackline’s and adding bigger 650b wheels, it gets an increased bottom bracket drop, which, according to Dan, “gives an even better feeling of being planted on the bike, especially when descending tight switchbacks”. Also adding to its stability at speed is the relatively slack 64-degree head angle. Dan wanted to ensure the bike remained flickable and nimble too, so the reach is just 7mm longer and the chainstays are the same stumpy 415mm length. As for climbing prowess, that wasn’t something Dan was too worried about. “I knew it’d be OK but not an XC whippet on the ups,” he says. “The consequence of the bigger BB drop on its climbing ability was better than I first thought though.” But what of that all-important titanium feel? Well, this was something Dan worked long and hard on. “To get the Switchback Ti to feel exactly how I wanted, I designed a seat tube, had it made and then shipped this custom drawn tube to the frame manufacturer. I hate the unpredictable ‘bandy’ feeling you get with some Ti frames. The key to achieving a quality-feeling frame is making it laterally stiff and snappy, and the stock Ti seat tubes just don’t cut it.” The other main tubes are made from 3Al-2.5V titanium that’s been triple butted to add stiffness where necessary but ensure there’s still flex where there needs to be. With frame geometry and ride feel sorted, Dan was keen to make the most of this rather special chassis, bolting on some of the finest kit available. Not only does this lot complement the frame beautifully, it reinforces just why we think the Switchback Ti deserves Superbike status. c



THE ESSENTIALS PRICE: £1,599 (frame), £5,890 (complete bike here) CONTACT: Stanton Bikes www.stantonbikes.com ALSO LOOK AT: Thomson Elite 275



£3,249.99 (frameset) www.i-ride.co.uk
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50 BEST TRAIL CENTRES c ESSENTIAL TRAIL INFO c TRAVEL & ACCOMMODATION c KIT AND CLOTHING TO TAKE £0.69



THE HISTORY OF MTB c STORY OF HOW IT STARTED c ICONS OF THE SPORT c CHANGING TECHNOLOGY £4.99



MOUNTAIN BIKING SKILLS c TACKLE TRAIL OBSTACLES c RIDE HARDER & FASTER c MASTER NEW TRICKS £4.99



SUPERBIKE SPECIAL c HIGHLY DESIRABLE BIKES c EXCLUSIVE PHOTO GALLERIES c STORY BEHIND THE BUILDS £1.49



BACKCOUNTRY BRITAIN



ISLE OF SKYE Pro freerider Chris Smith continues his search for Britain’s best wild riding – and few places in the world can match Scotland for epic landscapes Words and pics Seb Rogers
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ISLE OF SKYE



fter exploring the wilder side of Welsh and English mountain biking (see issues 305 and 309), it seemed only natural that we should head north of the border to Scotland. In many ways it’s been a case of saving the best till last. Wales and England have their fair share of wild backcountry, but Scotland’s expanse of untamed mountain wilderness dwarfs anything the Sassenachs can o�er – and by a big margin. A Munro is the Scottish term for a mountain over 3,000ft (914m) in height, and Scotland has 282 of them. That’s a whole lot of high rock. From a mountain biker’s perspective, there’s even better news because, while bikes are only allowed by law on certain rights of way in England and Wales (bridleways good, footpaths bad, in essence), pretty much



A
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BE PREPARED



MOUNTAIN SAFETY The Scottish Highlands are a fantastic playground, but this is real mountain country – and that means real mountain risks. Make sure you’re fully prepared for your day out. Tell someone where you’re going and when you expect to be back Check the mountain weather forecast Pack spare clothes, including a waterproof jacket Take plenty of water and food, a spare inner tube, tools and spares Don’t rely on your mobile phone to get you out of trouble – many places don’t have a signal Always ride within your limits



As epic backdrops go, the cliffs of the Quiraing are hard to beat
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ISLE OF SKYE anywhere in Scotland is fair game. Few places anywhere in the world o�er this kind of public access on a bike. By our reckoning that makes Scotland one of the top global backcountry mountain biking destinations. There are also world class trail centres here, but that’s not what we’re here for. We want to experience Scotland uncut and in the raw.



O�-piste explorer With so many untamed mountainsides to choose from, we need some help to point us in the right direction so we tap up Scottish mountain biker and expert guide Euan Wilson, from H&I Adventures (www.mountainbikeworldwide.com) for some advice. We’ve done some homework (this was pre Danny MacAskill’s The Ridge video, by the way) and reckon the Isle of Skye will deliver what we’re looking for – wild, rugged landscapes with the type of natural rock features that’ll allow Chris to strut his freeride stu�. But Euan has some unexpected bad news for us. It turns out that Skye’s undeniably awesome landscape comes with a caveat for mountain bikers – there aren’t all that many trails on the island. Chris shrugs nonchalantly. Who needs trails anyway? With some choice chunks of island geography marked on the map, we head over the bridge in search of adventure. The first stop for many visitors is the iconic Old Man of Storr, a dramatic rock pillar on the north-eastern flank of the island. We decide to skip this tourist magnet for the slightly less well known Quiraing, a fantastic name for an equally monolithic tower of rock, set beneath the cli�s below Meall na Suiramach, a few miles up the road. It turns out that it would’ve been a good idea to skip breakfast too – at least we might have had the place to ourselves then. The fact that we struggle to find anywhere to park is a hint of the popularity of this spot. The two big coaches



Chris hops, lunges and carves his way beneath the towering rock SCOTLAND



WHERE TO RIDE Although Skye’s epic landscape makes for spectacular views, the difficult terrain and relative lack of ridable paths mean it’s not necessarily the best option for regular riding (by which we mean more riding than pushing and carrying your bike). The first port of call for many riders visiting Scotland is one of the 7stanes trail centres in the south of the country. From Glentrool, Kirroghtree, Dalbeattie and Mabie in the south-west to



Newcastleton on the edge of Kielder Forest Park and Glentress and Innerleithen just south of Edinburgh, there’s enough purpose-built trailage here to keep even the keenest of mountain bikers occupied for weeks. More info at www.7stanes mountainbiking.com. There are plenty more excellent trail centres further north too, along with loads of great natural riding – just one example being the Kintail route featured in MBUK 310’s Big Ride.



Chris jumps at the chance to get some air under his wheels



A thin slither of trail away from the crowds – perfect!



disgorging Hello Kitty-clad Japanese tourists is another ominous sign. Luckily the 400m rule seems to apply – as soon as we’re more than a couple of minutes’ walk from the car park, the trail gets steep, narrow and rocky and the crowds thin to the odd walker or three. The geology here is primeval. Rock cli�s and pillars sprout from the ground as though they’ve been shoved up through the grass overnight. The path contours around the base of the cli�s, twisting and turning between rock outcrops, landslips and scree. Parts of it are unridably steep or rocky, but there are long sections that are a mountain bike playground. Chris hops, lunges, jumps and carves his way beneath the towering rock, taking the obvious line where there is one and discovering his own where there isn’t. The grin on his face says it all. The trouble is, we’re finding it impossible to completely escape the tourist crowds. Several of the more intrepid daytrippers have made it this far and, despite the jaw-dropping rawness of the landscape around us, it just doesn’t feel, well, backcountry enough. So we retreat to the car, dig out the map, and have a rethink. Mountain Biking UK 65



That two-hour uphill slog is about to pay off



Cuillins calling One of Euan’s other recommendations is a spot near Glen Brittle in the Cuillin Hills – the deceptive name for the uncompromising peaks clustered towards the south of Skye. We peer at the map and see lots of closely packed contour lines, signalling a steep climb. And where we’re headed – a natural bowl sheltered on three sides by sheer ridges – the lines are even more closely packed. We take this as good news, and Euan is adamant that there’s some great riding to be had here. Cuillins it is, then. Few tourists make it this far – there’s nothing but a remote campsite, the sea and a whole lot of hillside to see here. And the upside of all the hillwalkers and climbers walking past us in the opposite direction is that we’ve very likely to have the place to ourselves. I look nervously at the sky. The forecast is good, the summits are cloud-free and there’s no sign of rain. We’re on. The path eases in gradient for a while, but it’s just playing with us – our destination is a corrie (valley head) that, it turns out, is above a waterfall tumbling down a steep slope of slickrock. We trudge up the scree alongside, using the boulders as steps until we can find a route on to the solid rock. As we crest the final rise, the rock opens on to a wide plateau, forming a natural dam for the lake behind it. This is what we came for – a mountain bike playground high up in the mountains, surrounded on three sides by sheer cli�s and overlooking the sea in the distance. Chris is soon scoping lines, riding drops and generally fooling around in this grippy skate park in the clouds. Some of the steeper lines take equal doses of courage and skill – a mistake here could mean a long wait and an air ambulance ride out. But Chris isn’t fazed. And anyway, he’s having far too much fun to worry about it. The finale is a blinder – a fall-line ride down the rock right next to the waterfall. Chris’s weight is so far back he’s practically using the rear tyre as a saddle. There’s a heart-stopping moment 66 Mountain Biking UK



This is what we came for – a mountain bike playground high up in the mountains as his front wheel steps out for a split second on some rock that’s damp from the spray, but he recovers and rides it out, looking elated. The sun’s getting low in the sky, which means it’s time for us to head back down the mountain while we can still see what we’re riding. The rocky path that was a two-hour death march to the top transforms into a high-speed rollercoaster on the way back down. The walkers have long since retreated to their cars and tents so we’ve got the mountain to ourselves. It feels good. We earned our playtime up in the hidden slickrock bowl, but the ride back down is just as sweet. This is Scottish backcountry, and it rocks. We’ll be back. 



ISLE OF SKYE



ACCESS ALL AREAS



WHY SCOTLAND ROCKS FOR BIKING Few places can match Scotland for its liberal access laws. Simply put, if a path has been used more or less continuously for the past 20 years, it’s a right of way and you can use it. In 2005 the law changed to make access even wider. Freedom of access means you can ride your bike anywhere, subject to a few straightforward



restrictions – for example, you can’t ride through someone’s garden, over land where crops are growing or through visitor attractions that charge for entry. Out in the wilds of the Highlands you can go where you want, though the law does say you need to behave responsibly. Find out more at www.scotways.com. Mountain Biking UK 67
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DH AIN’T DEAD!



Sometimes only a downhill bike can really peel your eyelids back and make you truly feel alive. Ric McLaughlin spent a day being terrified by DH pinner Ruaridh Cunningham to find out why… Words Ric McLaughlin Pics Andy McCandlish



2007 junior world champ Ruaridh Cunningham smashes through big rocks and fallen trees as if they weren’t there
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DOWNHILL



I



can actually feel the blood pumping around inside my ear. It’s brushing slightly against the inside of my full-face helmet and is a bit of an odd sensation. My laboured breathing is causing a slight mist to form inside the lower portion of my goggles too. OK?!” I nervously shout down to snapper Andy, some 50ft below, and receive a thumbs up. In one movement I snap my foot into the pedal and release the brakes. The acceleration is huge and I struggle to keep up with it, as well as to resist every fibre of my body urging my index fingers to pull the levers that would connect pads to discs. The rut is long so I get in it early, spot the apex, push down with my feet while ordering them to stay connected to the pedals, and fix my view on the line out of the corner. Now, what should happen is that I’ll either fall o� or the back end will step out and carve beautifully through the turn, coating Andy with loam and leaving me free to ride away triumphantly. What actually transpires is that the bike compresses, grips and shoots me out the other side, without even a hint of getting out of shape. This is why I love DH bikes.



Eat, sleep, ride, repeat In a mountain bike world full of enduro bikes, races and hype, the humble and slightly awkward DH bike is being figuratively left behind. Enduro racing is very much the ‘now’, using bikes that can be ridden around any trail centre or local loop on any night of the week. Downhill machines, on the other hand, require commitment in just about every sense. First you must part with the not insubstantial wedge needed to buy one, then you need to find a steep enough hill, push to the top of it and ride back down, only to do it all again. Over the course of a two-hour ride, an enduro rig deploys a devastating pounds-per-mile ratio. But it can’t get anywhere near the DH machine when it comes to the perhaps more important smiles-per-mile ratio...



Landing gear down “I’m going to land just on the back side of that...” Ruaridh Cunningham points to a knuckle of dirt on a steep downslope. The 2007 junior world champ has called out a gap with a flat take-o� and a landing that’ll require him to brake as soon as his wheels reconnect with terra firma to make



a steep, rutted right-hander. It’s the kind of all-or-nothing line choice that Ruaridh and the amassed ranks of the world’s best routinely make on the UCI World Cup circuit. He pedals into it and pulls up, his Trek Session floating skyward before he thumps it down into the landing, the back wheel just the wrong side of the knuckle. Before I can wince or avert my gaze, the bike and Ruaridh have absorbed the square-edged hit, braked and exited the turn. On his second pass he pulls it clean. It’s a great example of why DH bikes are so much fun – you get extra scope to operate. The soft-compound tyres, long and slack geometry and specially tuned long-travel suspension produce the kind of grip that enduro machinery can only dream of. Ride a DH bike around a car park and it’ll feel cumbersome and slow. Get it rolling on a descent and, like an F1 car, all the numbers begin to add up to equal insane speeds and neck-snapping grip.



Thinking man’s game It’s not all brute force and ignorance though – one of the most enjoyable aspects of riding a big bike is marrying the adrenaline-soaring highs to cool, analytical calculations. We arrive at a log kicker into a wide, choppy downslope into a 90-degree lefthander coated in roots. I clatter through, attempting to make the turn as wide as possible. I get right out on the deepest of the roots then smack the bike into the middle of the



Being able to quickly spot take-offs and landing areas is a big skill in downhill



WHAT ACTUALLY TRANSPIRES IS THAT THE BIKE COMPRESSES, GRIPS AND SHOOTS ME OUT THE OTHER SIDE GET ON DOWN Our top three riding destinations to terrify yourself



FORT WILLIAM Highlands Seasonal opening but you can ride one of the world’s most famous World Cup DH tracks top to bottom, all day, assisted by the ever breezy gondola.



INNERLEITHEN Southern Scotland Uplift Scotland provide full day uplifts at the spiritual home of Scottish downhill. The iconic Inners tracks are steep, loose and fun.



FOREST OF DEAN Gloucestershire There are few better uplift services in the UK, and a wide range of tracks to suit all abilities make it a perfect place to hone your skills.



DOWNHILL



Spot the pro, effortlessly pulling a massive wwhip



Ric had almost forgotten how good it felt to let rip on a big bike



According to Ric it was only Ruaridh’s ‘local knowledge’ that saw the gap widen between them
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BIKE CHECK



WHAT MAKES A DH BIKE? Downhill bikes differ from your normal trail bike in a few departments



corner. By my own assessment I think I’ve done a half decent job, but Ruaridh is less e�usive. “You want to give those roots a wide berth,” he says. “Stay low on them, cut back in, then hit the turn.” Drunk on suspension travel, I’d assumed that just punching over the roots in a straight line with the minimum of inputs would have been the way to go, but although Ruaridh’s line is more complex, the bike stays settled for longer, allowing him to carry a lot more speed through and out of the turn. A point he promptly proves by nearly headbutting the lens of our snapper Andy, who’s perched on the inside of the corner. Ruaridh’s test track, deep in one of the darkest corners of the Tweed Valley, has everything a world class



IT BOILS DOWN TO JUST RIDING YOUR BIKE AS FAST AS YOU CAN DOWN A HILL DH rider needs to hone their skills – steep sections, steeper sections, any number of di�erent jumps, and more rocks and roots than most national parks. Watching him whip and skip his way down some of the straights is as eye-watering as it is humbling. Simply put, this is as fast as anyone can ride a bicycle o�-road.



Transformers Where DH bikes really excel is in making the unridable not only doable but attackable. They transform terrain that, on a 150mm travel bike, you’d be pleased just to make it down in one piece into another section to rip down and garner more speed from. Downhill is the purest form of riding – getting from point A to point B as fast as possible. As a day out on the bike, it represents the most fun because, for all its intricacies and technological bobbins, it boils down to just riding your bike as fast as you can down a hill. And that always warrants pushing back up for just one more run.



Tyres



Suspension



Geometry



Brakes



Reinforcement



Downhill tyres only need to go down, so need no sacrifices to aid climbing. Condition-specific tread patterns are available, but all are made of softer than average rubber compounds. Tough casings mean they can be run at lower pressures for even more grip.



Around 200mm (8in) of travel is typical for a DH bike. Coil-sprung shocks are traditional on DH rigs and are often preferred to air-sprung suspension because they can handle heat build-up more efficiently on long descents.



DH bikes are longer, slacker and lower than any other type of mountain bike. Placing the wheels further apart, raking out the front and increasing the standover all make downhill bikes more manageable to ride at speed.



Dinner plate sized rotors and four-pot callipers increase the surface area with which you’re braking, improve lever feel and disperse heat better for more consistent braking on longer, higher speed tracks.



Bolt-through axles front and rear, wider hub spacing, drivetrain-protecting chain devices, stiffer cranks, double wall tyres, thicker frame tube diameters, extra frame reinforcements... You name it, DH bikes are built to be burly.



WHAT SHOULD I PAY? DH bikes are more affordable than ever and with the top flight racers adopting 650b wheels, the second-hand market is beginning to flood with 26in models ripe for the picking. Here’s what your hard-earned will buy you…



£2,000+ Just a few years ago, the lower end of the scale would only have bought you a glorified freeride bike, but now an online special like the YT Tues 2.0 is a race-ready machine complete with triple-clamp forks and decent suspension and components.



£3,000+ The slightly agricultural burliness of the lower end makes way for posher kit at this price point. Saracen’s Myst Pro offers the excellent Shimano Zee groupset mated to a snazzy RockShox Boxxer RC fork, all hung off a World Cup and World Champs-winning frame.



£4,000+ You’re approaching serious racing rigs here, though World Cup replica builds can stretch to five figures. Platforms like Specialized’s Demo 8 begin creeping into view, but Nukeproof’s Pulse Pro offers the same World Cup winning heritage for slightly less whack.



THE UPS AND THE DOWNS OF DH Skills. No question, you will become a better bike rider. Riding downhill improves your control, speed and technique while also promoting clever line choice. Uplifts. You and a load of your mates smashing DH tracks before being chauffeur driven back to the top. What’s not to like? Racing. DH races are held up and down the country just about every weekend. Glory awaits you!



UPS



Pushing. You will do a lot of pushing. Pushing a 40lb bike caked in mud up a slippery, steep slope. Loads of fun. Crashing. The faster you travel, the more crashes hurt. Given that DH bikes go faster than any other kind of bike... well, you get the picture. Racing. Two days of nervous toiletting and battling demons rewarded by underachievement and one of the most soul-crippling drives home known to man.



DOWNS
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RIDE TO WORK COMMUTE YOURSELF HAPPY!



THINGS TO TRY IN 2015 NEW YEAR IDEAS TO MAKE 2015 YOUR BEST YEAR OF MOUNTAIN BIKING January can be a long, hard slog of a month but we reckon it’s the perfect time to start feeling positive about the year ahead and what you want to achieve. Take a look at our list of 10 things to try in 2015 and get some dates booked in with your riding buddies, before your other half fills the calendar with days out in historic market towns and awkward meals with distant relatives…



ENDURO



1



ENTER A RACE BATTLE THE CLOCK – AND YOUR MATES Tackle the cliché head on and enter an enduro with your mates – it’s a full day out combining the best elements of DH and trail riding. www.minienduro.tv www.ukgravityenduro.com XC more your thing? There are several big race weekends around the country o�ering a festival vibe, plenty of fun o� the bike and great fun team races. One of our favourites is the Bristol Bikefest. www.bike-fest.com



Regular riding will make you fitter, faster and happier. It’ll also increase your productivity at work. So look into the bike storage and changing facilities at your work and get stuck in! If you’re lucky, you’ll be able to slip a bit of o�-road riding into your commute too…



4



LEARN HOW TO FIX YOUR BIKE SAVE MONEY AND EARN MAN (OR WOMAN) POINTS! Basic mechanical skills like truing wheels, fixing chains and patching up torn tyres always come in handy out on the trails. It’s especially good to learn some new skills if you’re planning a trip overseas or are planning on racing this season. As well as o�cial courses o�ered by the CTC, bike shops like Evans Cycles o�er one-to-one tuition for a minimal cost. www.ctc.org.uk www.evanscycles.com



WATCH A WORLD CUP 2 IN THE FLESH FORT BILL IS THE BEST! Red Bull may o�er some incredible live viewing online, but nothing is better than actually being a part of the World Cup circus – and Fort William always has the best atmosphere of the lot. Plan your trip now, and not only will you see incredible racing with your very eyes, but you could be rubbing shoulders with Peaty in the pub at the end of the day. www.fortwilliamworldcup.co.uk
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INSPIRATION



GO NIGHT RIDING 6 5



GET YOURSELF IN SHAPE



FITTER MEANS FASTER



AND KEEP IT UP ALL YEAR Many riders assume night riding’s only for the thick of winter due to lack of daylight ride time, but of course you can do it at any time of year. While you can’t beat the feeling of frost crackling under your tyres on a starry night, it’s a lot more fun doing midnight laps in the warm and dry after a stunning sunset, than sliding through the slop!



It’s no good aspiring to do loads on your bike if you’re just reading about it from the comfort of your sofa – get out there and ride hard! If you’re unfit from not riding much over the winter, set yourself a realistic goal and start riding as much as you can. Incorporate some targets into your rides, such as sprinting sections of trail, and vary your routes so you don’t get too used to them. If you feel destroyed when you return from a ride, you’re heading in the right direction!



BOOK YOURSELF ON AN UPLIFT DAY ENJOY THE MINIBUS FUNK



9



7



LEARN TO JUMP BOOST YOUR SKILL AND CONFIDENCE Every rider could do with polishing their skills, be it tightening up on sloppy technique or learning something fresh that you’ve always wanted to do – like jumping. Book onto a decent skills course, such as those o�ered by Pro Ride Guides, and you’ll be getting air in no time! www.prorideguides.com



8 There’s nothing more fun than spending the day flying downhill then having a chinwag with your mates in the uplift bus on the way back up. Not even the funk of filthy body armour can dampen spirits at BikePark Wales – our favourite haunt, with runs for everyone! www.bikeparkwales.com



RIDE REAL MOUNTAINS BE A PROPER MOUNTAIN BIKER!



One of the most important things on your New Year’s list should be planning your first – or annual – MTB pilgrimage. Get it booked in early and you’ll have plenty of time to prepare. There are heaps of amazing spots to go and ride, be it up in the mountains of Spain’s Sierra Nevada or down in the Italian enduro epicentre of Finale Ligure. But the number one event for riding with your mates has to be the brilliant Pass’Portes du Soleil. This takes places in the Portes du Soleil region of the French and Swiss Alps and uses 15 chairlifts and 80km of downhill riding to join up nine towns. It celebrates the opening weekend of summer in the Alps, and is the perfect event to kick o� a trip away with riding buddies. www.passportesdusoleil.com



RIDE SOMETHING DIFFERENT FIND OUT WHAT THE FUSS IS ABOUT The bike industry is saying fatbikes are the next big thing, but your mates are telling you downhill bikes are the most fun – don’t just listen, go along to a demo day and try one out for yourself. Ask your local bike shop when the brands they sell will be taking part in demo days or just have a quick scour on Google.
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It’s one of the best bikes we’ve ridden...



THE NEW SB6 CARBON “I always listed the SB95 as one of the best bikes I’ve ever ridden. But now, the SB6c takes top honors and claims the throne in my heart reserved for expensive bike lust”



Available from ubyk.



Greg Heil - singletracks.com



“It just does everything a bit better, it pedals a bit better, small bump sensitivity is a bit better, it handles big hits better, lighter, stronger, and the geometry is more inline with what the bike is primarily being ridden on. It’s a win, win, win, win, win, haha” Jared Graves interview - enduro-mtb.com



“As far as handling goes, the package went a bit like this: quick steering that rewards accuracy, and with traction that felt like his Maxxis tires were made from the same rubber that they make erasers with” Mike Levy - pinkbike.com



SALE NOW ON ubyk.co.uk



www.ubyk.co.uk 0% FINANCE IS NOW AVAILABLE ON A WIDE RANGE OF BIKES & PARTS



.CRKGTTG 
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Bicycle Wheel-Building Instructions - PetitDragon999 

Colour Code for Spokes shown in Diagrams. (PART 1 ONLY) ..... H.41A Sports Rear Hub. AW.AM. AC.ASC. Gear Rear Hub. FC.FM. X4. 208. 14/16 |. D/B. 1216".
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MilkShape 3D - PetitDragon999 
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Blender 3D - PetitDragon999 

If you ever get stuck for some reason in a tutorial, there are a number of places you can turn for help. ... CMD the Command key on the keyboard (Macintosh) (the one with the apple drawing) ...... http://www.blender.org/download/get-blender/).
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Wheel Building - PetitDragon999 
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Short n Steep - PetitDragon999 

Ridden & Rated - New Shimano XTR 11-speed! ..... Like the idea of a tidy chain tensioner-free single speed bike but don't own a single ..... German brand 77 Designz offers three versions of their Freesolo guide and they all ... power transfer when pe
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VR-120D 

and Narrow bandwidths) modes; this coverage includes the AM and FM ..... Select the frequency you want to be the Lower Frequency Limit for the Pre-Programmed ..... tions into certain Memory Banks for convenient recall, but ignore them during scanning
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VR-120D 

the LCD. 2. A Rotate the DIAL knob to select from the various Shortwave Broadcast stations. Because there are several frequencies available for each station, ...
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EVOLVE LEG 275 mm. / SET PATAS 275 mm. 

SET PATAS 275 mm. Sonia S.A se reserva el derecho de realizar cualquier cambio sin previo aviso. Sonia S.A has the right to make changes without notice.
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Nucleus 

electronic equipment. ... Line level inputs and outputs – measure at mid-gain, noise 
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Nucleus Accumbens Dopamine and the 
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VR for rehabilitation 

Aug 1, 2009 - The Space Race : Stereo camera tracking with infrared illuminator and reflective markers. The Toy Room: Accelerometer (3 axis, like in ...
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275 Armand Frappier_BIL 

n'accepte pas et n'assume pas de responsabilité ou d'engagement, direct ou indirect, en raison des ... AU CŒUR DE LA CITÉ DE LA BIOTECH DE LAVAL.
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D12 VR - RegieTeK 

Microphone carry-case. â€¢. Frequency response chart. â€¢. User instructions. 2.3. Optional Accessories. Optional accessories can be found at www.akg.com.
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VR Theremin Deliverable 1 

In order to assist the user the Super-. Theremin displays a piano keyboard with a line ... A wireless data glove. â€¢. A passive (orthogonal polarising lens based) ...
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VR 414 610 - Gaggenau Resources 

supply, make sure all controls are in the OFF position. ... Frame grounded to neutral through a ground strap. .... Screw the control console tight to the retaining.
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PlayStation VR Teardown 

la poussiÃ¨re hors de la chambre optique de salle blanche.. Les lentilles sont collÃ©es en place dans leur cadre, mais avec un peu d'encouragement (par.
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VR Engineer - Julian FIOL .fr 

May 18, 2016 - ... .fiol.free.fr/Projets/FIOL_SCHOEBEL_PFE_WireLoop_290115.pdf ... Skills: DevOps culture, Jenkins, HP UFT (ex QTP), HP ALM (ex QC), ...
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Invisible World : The VR Experience 

Invisible World : The VR Experience recourt à l'interactivité et invite le public à bouger à l'intérieur et autour des plans cinématographiques. « Le développement ...
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VR Nkwanta South 2013 APR 
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4E TC1.4 FL ED VR 

23 avr. 2018 - blesser un tiers, lisez intÃ©gralement Â« Pour votre sÃ©curitÃ© Â» avant ..... la CIPA (Camera and Imaging Products Association) ; les mesures des ...
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Nucleus Accumbens Dopamine Depletions in Rats 
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(Onset) (Coda) Nucleus (peak) Rhyme Syllable 

T. Kamiyama, UniversitÃ© de Marne-la-VallÃ©e. 2007-2008. Syllables. 2. Syllable: what is a syllable? (continued). 11/02/2008 T. Kamiyama. LLCM20AN English ...
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